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Product Includes
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GAMING IN-EAR HEADSET

4

MMCX Connector (M)

LR

MIC Spliter

Adjustable-fit
Boom-MIC Hanger

Unit

MIC Head

3.5mm
4-Pole Plug

MIC
ON/OFF Switch



Right Unit

Nozzle

Earcap

MMCX Connector (F)

MMCX Connector (M)

Left Unit
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Package Includes
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Earcaps
Cable tie Y adapter

for PCS/M/L

M M
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GAMING IN-EAR HEADSET
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Quick Start

How to wear T-1
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Select your optimal ear-tip size: Small, Medium, Large.

(T-1 will be pre-assembled with medium-sized tips.)

then replace the pre-existing tips

to your liking on both sides.

Locate the cable (connected with

adjustable boom mic + unit)

around your ears.

2

1

① With the  mic splitter tightly sealed,

② rotate T-1 from the top of your ears

and ③ insert the unit into your ears with

the over-ear method.

3

①

②
③
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Locate the Adjustable boom mice hanger

onto your tragus and bend it upwards.

(So the mic's head would face your mouth)

5

① Adjust the adjustable-fit boom mic hangers

and ② mic splitters to tightly seal

to your ears and facial curves.

 

6

① With the mic splitter tightly sealed,

② bend the adjustable boom mic hangers

      facing down.

4 ①

②

①

②
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Plug T-1's cables into your gaming device,

and it's time for you to enjoy

T-1's HIGHEND GAMING SOUND.

8

Rotate the right side unit of T-1

and insert the device into your earholes.

(Over-ear method)

7

With the microphone splitter fixed, bend the Adjustable-fit boom microphone hanger outward

(the side that adheres closely to the body) to set the microphone splitter more tightly to the ear.

*Tips

HOLD
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If the wearing is not perfect, refer to the “Tips”(Page12) section.

Spread the Adjustable-fit
boom microphone hanger
like the right image.

1

Proceed again
from the 2nd to 6th steps of "Quick Start."

2

Adjust the fit again
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How to use MMCX Connetors
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2. Pull away cables from the connectors

in a parallel motion.

2

Hold the unit

and its MMCX Connector (M) Housing

with both of your hands.

(As of close as possible to its seams)

1

Cable Disassembly
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Make sure you differentiate the Left and Right sides

before its reassembly/replacement.

Warning

Cable Replacement
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유닛�케이블에�각인으로�좌우를�확인합니다.

왼쪽�유닛에�있는�동그란�형태의�음각과

왼쪽 MMCX 단자에�있는�음각을�확인한�후

결합�위치를�확인합니다.

1

유닛과 MMCX 커넥터(M) 하우징을

최대한�커넥터�사이와

가까운�위치에서�양손으로�잡습니다.
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Make sure you differentiate the Left and Right sides

before its reassembly/replacement.

Warning

Cable Replacement
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유닛을 MMCX 커넥터에

‘딱’ 체결�소리가�날때까지

밀착시켜�장착합니다.

3
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Audio and MIC Volume Setting
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Microphone Boost

+10.0 dB

When there's not enough volume
to input the microphone in a PC environment

When using it in a PC environment

Window - Settings - System - Sound - Sound Contol Panel

 - Recording - Properties - Levels - Microphone Boost

When there is not enough microphone input volume in a PC (window) environment,
enter the Sound Settings in the above path and raise the microphone amplification
to +10.0 dB or +20.0 dB in the Level tab. The input/output environment may vary
depending on some motherboard or sound card settings.

1. Insert the Y adapter for PC into the 4-pole 3.5mm plug terminal of T-1.
2. Connect the microphone input and sound output terminals separately.

18
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How to manage products
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How to store products

Please wrap the Adjustable-fit boom microphone hanger in a wide circle so that
the shape does not collapse.

Tip: If you wrap it around a cable tie and store it, you can prevent
          tangled problems with other products.

How to clean and manage nozzles.

Warning: Do not use highly volatile materials when cleaning the product.

If a nozzle is clogged with
foreign substances, turn it upside down

and shake it off with a brush.

After using T-1, always keep
the ear tips and nozzles clean.
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Specifications
Gaming In-Ear Headset T-1

Transducer

Frequency response

Impedance

Sensitivity

Plug

Feature

Sound-Signature

Game-References

One single vanlanced armature driver

20Hz ~ 17kHz

58 Ohms (1kHz)

103dB / 1mw (1kHz)

3.5mm 4Pole

adjustavble-fit boom microphone,

MIC ON/OFF switch controller,

MMCX connectors

Flat, Monitoring

FPS, TPS, Stealth
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Precautions in Using Device
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Precautions in Using Device
Gaming In-Ear Headset T-1

About Adjustable-fit boom microphone cable
·  The attached cable can be deformed according to the user's human body structure,
thereby implementing a stable fit in which the product's weight load is properly distributed.

Warnings
·  If you use ear tips that fit your ears or are significant for a long time, it can be a burden on your ears.
     If you feel pain, stop using it.
·  Do not bend or twist the microphone head or microphone splitter of the cable firmly.
    It can cause cable conductor disconnection.
·  The cover of the microphone cable is made of silicon that is harmless to the human body.
     If you occasionally develop skin rashes or hives, stop using them.

Trademark
·  The Hidition Gaming logo is a registered trademark of Makina International Inc.
·  All other trademarks and trade names are trademarks or trade names of their owners.
·  Design and product specifications are subject to change without notice.
·  IEC= We entered the product specifications according to the International Electrotechnical Commission.

© 2021 Makina international Inc.

Precautions for moisture and fires
·  Do not use, store, or leave it in a place full of moisture,
     dust, smoke or vapor, a place where fire occurs,
     where direct sunlight shines, or where it is hot inside the vehicle.

Precautions for surrounding environmental factors
· Do not use the device while walking, driving, or riding a bicycle.
    It can cause traffic accidents.
· Do not use it in dangerous places unless you can hear
    the surrounding sounds.

Precautions for storage
·  This product contains magnetic fields that can affect pacemakers,
    defibrillators, programmatic shut-off valves, or other medical
    equipment. Keep this product away from this medical equipment
    or people who use it. If you have any questions, consult a specialist
    before using this product.

Precautions when using devices
·  After use, slowly remove the headset. Because the earbuds adhere
    tightly to the ears, pressing hard or pulling them out quickly can
    damage the eardrum.
·  Do not make loud noises close to the microphone or set them up
     with too high input sound.

Precautions for volume adjustment
·  Listening to a high volume can affect your hearing.

Precautions when wearing it
· Wear earbuds and cables firmly. Otherwise, earbuds and cables
    may be separated and stuck in the ear, causing damage or disease.

Precautions for magnetic fields
·  This product contains a magnetic field. If you place a card with
     a magnetic field near the product, it can affect the card's magnetic
     force and interfere with its use. Also, do not expose yourself
     to environments with strong magnetic fields for a long time.
    This can interfere with the use of the product.
 
Precautions for static electricity
·  If static electricity accumulates in the body, your ears can sting.
    To reduce this effect, wear clothes made of natural materials
    that do not occur static electricity quickly.
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